
CAREER AND EMPLOYMENT TIPS   |   RESUMES
Applicant Tracking Systems (ATS)

NEED MORE HELP? 
Book an appointment with us through MyCareerHub.

Career Services on LinkedInmtroyal.ca/careerservices

A200 Kerby Hall403.440.6307 careerservices@mtroyal.ca
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How it works

The recruiters review 
the top scoring 
applicants and then 
select which candidates 
to pursue further.

The ATS scores each 
resume based on the 
keyword matches. Then, it 
ranks the applicants based 
on their resume score. 

The ATS takes all of the 
resumes submitted, 
scans them and removes 
all of the formatting, 
leaving just the words.

Recruiters then input 
which keywords they 
want the ATS to search 
for, including educational 
degrees, specific skills 
and job titles.

Use the same keywords from the job posting in your resume, where possible.

 Tip: Use tools like jobscan.co, tagcrowd.com or edwordle.net to see what the common words and themes are in  
 the posting and then use the words in your resume without “overstuffing” your content.

Make relevant skills and qualifications easily identifiable. An ATS cannot make inferences or ‘read between the lines’ like a 
human can. For example, if you want the employer to know that you have strong communication skills, directly state that, as 
opposed to saying ‘good customer service’.

Use basic, sans serif fonts like Arial, Calibri, Helvetica, Tahoma or Verdana, as they are accessible for all readers. Less 
common fonts may be incompatible with the ATS.

Use standard bullets. Nothing fancy like arrows or check marks.

Spell out acronyms. Many ATS are not programmed to recognize them.

 Tip: Spell out the acronym the first time with the abbreviation in brackets beside it.

No templates, headers or footers. Some ATS simply cannot read the content in a header or footer, and templates are often 
too embedded with code for the ATS to read the content properly.

Use tabs rather than tables or columns. Some ATS can’t understand tables or columns and will merge the content inside of 
them, making it unreadable.

Do not use images or graphics to illustrate your skills and qualifications. ATS cannot read the content in images or graphics.

Navigating an ATS

What is an ATS?
An Applicant Tracking System (ATS) is a human resource software that helps recruiters collect, sort and rank resumes using an 
algorithm that focuses on key skills, qualifications, and job titles. Every time you are required to submit your application to a website (a 
company career page, Indeed, LinkedIn, etc.) or complete an online profile, it is likely that an ATS is being used. 

https://myjobs.mru.ca/home.htm
https://ca.linkedin.com/company/mru-career-services
http://mtroyal.ca/careerservices
mailto:careerservices%40mtroyal.ca?subject=
http://jobscan.co
https://tagcrowd.com/
https://www.edwordle.net/

